




Project
KAZANO

Pre-sale of the KAZANO 
digital currency

The Digital Currency of the 

World of Competitions, Gamers, 

Casinos, and the Internet - Pre-

Issue Pre-sale

Pre-Sale - Earn the Big Rise Before Everyone Else



✓ Advanced digital currency - the third 

generation of the world of 

cryptocurrencies

✓ Based on the Cardano blockchain 

protocol – ADA

✓ Currency packages (token) can be 

purchased before the issue with a 

high annual interest rate in advance



Pre-purchase - pre-issue

Means - to purchase packages of the 

currency

Before it is issued and goes public. The 

value of the currency at an early purchase 

is much lower than its value after the issue 

and it constantly increases according to the 

amount of its purchases

After the purchase - the value of the currency increases all the time + annual interest rate

The realization of the profits is after the issue - or in an early resale before the issue
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Pre-purchase

KAZ currency value increases 

constantly in the period of pre-

sale - pre-issue according to 

the number of packages 

purchased and the business 

owners who join the 

community that uses KAZANO
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Annual interest

The currency packages you 

purchased are linked to a fixed 

annual interest rate plan on a daily 

basis - until the issue - the earlier 

you purchase packages and the 

larger the package, the more KAZ 

coins you will have at the end.

(This is in addition to the increase in 

the value of the currency)



03

Regular addition

The currency packs you purchased - have a 

fixed 15% increase in the number of coins you 

have every 90 days. This supplement is 

available to all buyers and currency holders 

before the IPO as a reward for developing the 

KAZANO community around the world - the 

earlier you purchase and the more six 

packages you have, the more you will earn

(This is in addition to the increase in the value 

of the currency)



annual interest of 5%

Basic 60$

annual interest of 15%

Real 750$

annual interest of 7.5% 

Standard 150$

Basic 60$ Standard

150$

Advanced

300$

Real 

750$

5%

7.5%

10%

15%

annual interest of 10%

Advanced 300$

Packages - pre-purchase



annual interest of 35%

Author 1500$

annual interest of 75%

Upper 11000$

annual interest of 45%

High 3000$

Author 

1500$

High

3000$

Fast 

7000$

Upper 

11000$

35%

45%

60%

75%

annual interest of 60%

Fast 7000$

Packages - pre-purchase



annual interest of 105%

Super Upper 20000$

Super Upper 

11000$

105%

Packages - pre-purchase



Referral fee






